On Ramp
to Azure Data
At Quisitive, we don’t consider a move to Azure as a process — we see it as
a partnership.
We’ve been successfully moving clients like you to the cloud since the inception of Azure. On Ramp to Azure Data
leverages our deep understanding of what works best when it comes to cloud migration. We’ve developed a prescriptive
approach with step-by-step guidance, providing organizations the Data & Analytics resources they need.
Migrating Data and Analytic workloads to Azure gives organizations the ability to innovate faster with Azure Data Platform.
To unlock the potential, it typically takes months to architect, engineer, and deploy their Modern Data and Analytics Platform
in Azure. Even with a very prescriptive approach for cloud adoption, many organizations are not equipped to take on the full
scope of responsibility required to leverage the all-up capabilities they have acquired as a result of the project.
Quisitive has developed a service delivery approach for helping organizations move large and small data platforms to Azure
with a method that removes the barriers that block Azure Data & Analytics adoption.
Using proven cloud adoption methodologies, tools, resources, and best practices, On Ramp to Azure Data enables customers
to simplify and accelerate their move to the cloud, while working hand in hand with Microsoft Cloud Solution Architects and
specialized Data Platform migration experts at Quisitive.

On-Ramp to Azure Data Program
•
•
•
•
•

Prescriptive approach to leveraging the Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework
Designed to help insulate the customer from the friction of engineering, building, governing, securing, and operating
their Modern Data Platform in Azure.
Microsoft funds a percentage of the program cost
Quisitive selected by Microsoft as the exclusive National partner to curate and execute this program
Complimentary managed services and adaptive services during the 30 day program
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Step 01

Step 02

Step 03

Architecture Design
Session Workshop
(1 day)

ADAP Pilot
(4 weeks)

Transition to Adaptive
Services /Project

Program Workshops

Deliverables

Azure Fundamental Workshops

Architect & Design

Azure Overview, Subscriptions, Governance

•

Architecture Description

Infrastructure & Networking

•

Azure Platform Briefing Master

Operations & Monitoring

•

Azure Platform Security Threat Model

Backup, High Availability & Disaster Recovery

•

Architecture Diagrams

RBAC –Roles, Responsibilities, and RACI

•

Configuration Management DB

•

Security Controls Catalog (NIST)

ADAP Workshops

•

Service Level Agreements

Governance & Security (secure-by-default)

•

Azure Cost Model

Data Movement & Orchestration

Engineer, Operate & Manage

Data Services & Components
Management & Operations

•

Azure Training Resources Guide

Data Service Engineering & Azure DevOps

•

Security Playbook

•

Operational Playbook

•

Management Playbook

•

Engineering Playbook

•

Visual Studio ADAPaC Solution

•

Visual Studio ADAP HOL Solution

•

ADAP Engineering Hands-on-Lab(s)

To learn more about Quisitive’s
On-Ramp to Azure, visit:
quisitive.com/on-ramp-to-azure-data

